
NUTCRACKER AUDITIONS and Other Nutcracker Info!! 

It's hard to believe, but it's already time for Nutcracker auditions. They are only a week 
away!  Please read the below info carefully. 
  

• NUTCRACKER auditions are for Ballet Company dancers only.  Only dancers 
who are members of a Ballet Company may audition for solo or featured roles. 
 

• Auditions will be held at noon, Sunday, September 9.  We will start sharply at 
noon with the opening remarks, height line up and number distribution, and it is 
critical that your dancer is on time, warmed up and ready to dance. 
 

• Auditions for the roles of the three queens - Snow, Rose and Sugar Plum, will be 
held on Tuesday, Sept. 4th, during Senior Ballet Company time starting at 7pm. 
All Senior Ballet Company members are expected to audition and to know the 
variations and only Senior Ballet Company dancers may audition for Queen 
roles. 
 

• Dancers should come to both auditions in regulation ballet attire (all black leotard 
- no colored trim), Primasoft pink tights, buns, no necklaces or dangly earrings - 
no skirts).  Neatness counts, as does audition behavior. 
 

• Each participant is asked to limit the number of spectators to ONE parent or 
guardian only.  We expect a large number of dancers, and the waiting room will 
be quite crowded.  If you stay, please maintain quiet. No siblings, friends, or extra 
family members may be in the waiting room. 
 

• Photographs may only be taken from the waiting room. 
 

• We do not know how long auditions will last. Some dancers will finish before 
others. Please make sure you are available by cell phone to pick up your child 
when she is finished. 

 
What roles should you audition for? 
  

• Generally, our youngest dancers audition for Junior Maid and sometimes 
naughty Fritz or Kitten.  

 
• A possibility for those with strong gymnastic skills is the Jester.  

 
• If you are small, with good leaps, somersaults, cartwheels and splits, try Kitten. 

 
• Clara is mostly 12-14 with significant pointe experience. She is chosen for size, 

dance and acting skills. She must look just on the verge of young womanhood. 
Clara's friends are the same. 

 



• Butler is great for those dancers 12 yrs+, at least 5’ tall, who love acting and 
comedy. 

 
• Mouse King is perfect for those dancers Kirov and above who love acting and 

comedy. This is really important role in the Battle Scene. 
 

• Senior Maid, Clara's Friend, Cat, Doll, Dream Fairy and Head Handmaiden all 
require significant pointe experience. 

 
• Arch Angel and Handmaiden can be on flat or en pointe, and generally are for 

dancers Sylphide and above. 
 
Special Note for Dancers en Pointe:  For dancers who will audition on pointe, please 
note that we plan to audition for Senior Maid, Junior Maid, and Butler first, but will not 
audition the remaining pointe roles until later in the afternoon.  We highly suggest that if 
you aren't auditioning for Senior Maid, you refrain from warming up and putting your 
pointe shoes on until later in the audition schedule.  If you are auditioning for Senior 
Maid, we recommend removing your pointe shoes immediately after that audition and 
putting them back on just a bit before your next audition.  
 
Preparing for Auditions and Other Audition Factoids: 
 
Dancers must prepare for the audition. They can learn the choreography from last 
year's Nutcracker video, from the free workshops we offered, or from another dancer. 
The more a dancer prepares, the more they show that they care and are willing to 
work. Please prepare for at least two parts (Aurora and Coppelia dancers may elect to 
audition for only Junior Maid).   
 
Some dancers have chosen to take private lessons in preparation for the audition. This 
is not required, and does not mean that the dancer will be cast in the role for which she 
has been preparing. Privates are great regardless as they increase the dancer's skill. 
Many dancers also participated in the free workshops that were given to teach the 
various roles. 
  
No "make-up" auditions may be scheduled. Unfortunately, someone may be unable to 
attend. We are sorry if that happens. Just as in professional auditions, only those 
present that day will be considered. 
   
Audition Results: 
 
Dancers are judged on our assessment of how well they can perform a role. Both 
technique and acting ability count heavily. Physical appropriateness is also 
considered. No matter how strong a dancer is technically, if we do not see the acting 
"spark" needed, she will not be cast in that role. If they are not appropriate for a part, 
they will not be cast, no matter how "good" they are. There are no age limits, but the 
dancer must be suitable in size and appearance. Many of the roles have extremely 



complex and expensive costumes. The dancers cast for each role must fit into the 
existing costumes. 
 
All roles are at least double cast. This year there are 6 performances.  Some roles may 
be triple cast if the audition pool allows.  As there are 6 total performances, each dancer 
will dance in either 3 or 2 performances.   
 
Dancers may be asked to try a role during auditions that they have not prepared 
for.  This is common, and they will not be penalized for not knowing that part in 
advance.  Dancers must be willing to try every role they are asked to do.  There have 
been cases in past years where a dancer will shine in the Clara audition, and 
deliberately be weak in other roles she is asked to try. Unwillingness to do their best in 
every instance shows us that they are not team players and should not be cast at all. 
   
It is likely that not all dancers will be given a role, as the number of featured/solo roles 
are limited and we are anticipating a large number of dancers. This does not mean 
these dancers were not good enough - only that the roles available to someone of their 
age/size and ability were better filled by another dancer this year. It does not mean in 
any way that they are a failure. Sometimes a dancer is cast in a role for which she did 
not audition. This is not a mistake. We can tell what she is capable of doing and we are 
simply balancing the casts.  
 
The auditioning process is a wonderful life lesson when approached properly and 
supported by the parents.  We ask parents to understand the procedure and trust that 
we cast only to produce the best NUTCRACKER possible. 
 
Results of the auditions will be sent by email as soon as they are available (generally a 
day or two later) and will also be posted at CAPA.  
  
Please do not call about audition results. Casting is based on each dancer's 
performance on the day of auditions only. However, each year, some upset parents 
phone to complain about the results. We love ALL our students and wish we could 
make all their Nutcracker dreams come true. Obviously that is impossible. The best we 
can do is be honest with our decisions for the good of the production. These phone calls 
tend to have a negative rather than positive effect.  
 
You may not request any casting changes.  Doing so will likely result in losing the part 
you were given.  Cast assignments may not be changed, nor may you switch days with 
another dancer.  If a parent or dancer refuses the part they are given, they will not be 
cast in future productions. 
  
Rehearsals are Mandatory: 
 
Rehearsals will be held every Sunday starting on September 23rd, except it is unlikely 
that we will have rehearsal on November 18th (the Sunday before Thanksgiving).  



There will be rehearsal on the Sunday after Thanksgiving, Sunday, November 25 which 
is the weekend before dress rehearsal. 
 
     - Dress rehearsals will be held on 12/2 (starting at 11:30am), 12/3 (starting at 
3:30pm) and 12/4 (starting at 3:30pm), and  
 
    - Shows on 12/6 (7pm), 12/7 (7pm with concerto). 12/8 (2pm and 7pm with concerto) 
and 12/9 (1pm and 5pm) 
 
Failure to attend any rehearsal without a valid excuse will cost you your part. Dancers 
MUST be available on Sunday afternoons from September 23rd until 
Nutcracker. Excuses such as homework, sports, and parties are not valid.  As noted 
above, we are planning on holding a rehearsal the Sunday after Thanksgiving, so 
please plan accordingly.  
 
Thank you and GOOD LUCK! 
 
Happy dancing, 
 
Joan & Rachel 

 

 


